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t-distribution in R

Similar functions to the normal distribution:

I dt density function, p(T ).

I pt probability function, P(T ≤ t) for some t.

I qt quantile function, find the t such that P(T ≤ t) = q for
some q.



Plots of the t-distribution

x <- seq(-4, 4, len = 101)

plot(x, dnorm(x), type = "l", col = "black")

lines(x, dt(x, df = 20), type = "l", col = "blue")

lines(x, dt(x, df = 5), type = "l", col = "green")

lines(x, dt(x, df = 1), type = "l", col = "red")



Plots of the t-distrbution
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t-scores

E.g. find the t-score for the 95-percent confidence interval with
df = 10,

qt(0.975, df = 10)

## [1] 2.228

What do these do?

qt(0.99, df = 5)

qt(0.9, df = 15)

pt(2.22, df = 10)



Example 5.5, part 1

Example 5.5 in Agresti (4th ed)
Download anorexia.rda. The produces the same data as on p.
120.

load("../../smss/data/anorexia.rda")

anorexia.b <- anorexia[anorexia$therapy == "b",

]

wtchange <- anorexia.b$after - anorexia.b$before



Example 5.5, part 2

Find the 95 percent confidence interval

ȳ ± t0.025 ·
s√
n

(1)

I Find the sample mean

I Find the sample standard deviation

I Find the standard error

I Find the t-score

I Calculate the margin of error

I Calculate the confidence interval



Example 5.5, part 3

w.mean <- mean(wtchange)

w.sd <- sd(wtchange)

w.se <- w.sd/sqrt(length(wtchange))

w.t <- qt(0.975, df = (length(wtchange) - 1))

w.moe <- w.t * w.se

w.mean + c(-w.moe, w.moe)

## [1] 0.2269 5.7869



Example 5.5, part 3

Find the 99 percent confidence interval.



Example 5.5, part 4

Reuse the mean and standard error from the 95% CI.

w.moe2 <- qt(0.995, df = (length(wtchange) - 1)) *

w.se

w.mean + c(-w.moe2, w.moe2)

## [1] -0.7433 6.7571



Mean Example

Sample of size 150, with a sample mean µ̂ = 5 and sample
standard deviation of σ̂ = 4. Find the 94 percent confidence
interval around the mean.

I What is the sample standard error?

I Should we use a z-score or t-score? What is its value?

I What is the margin of error?

I What is the confidence interval?



Mean Example (Solution

# Standard error

e2.se <- 4/sqrt(150)

# Z-score

e2.z <- qnorm(0.97)

# Margin of Error

e2.moe <- e2.z * e2.se

# CI

5 + c(-e2.moe, e2.moe)

## [1] 4.386 5.614



Proportion Example

Sample of size 100, in which 40 percent answered yes. Find the 85
percent confidence interval of the mean.

I What is the sample proportion, π̂?

I What is the sample standard deviation?

I What is the standard error?

I What is the z-score?

I What is the margin of error?

I What is confidence interval?



Proportion Example (Solution)

# Proportion

p <- 40/100

# Standard deviation

p.sd <- sqrt(p * (1 - p))

# Standard error

p.se <- p.sd/sqrt(100)

# z-score

p.z <- qnorm(0.925)

# Margin of Error

p.moe <- p.z * p.se

# Confidence Interval

p + c(-p.moe, p.moe)

## [1] 0.3295 0.4705



Proportion Example 2

Sample of size 5, in which 45 percent answered yes. Find the 99
percent confidence interval of the mean.



Proportion Example 2 (Solution)

The sample size is too small to use the normal distribution, and
since it is the proportion for binary data, we cannot use the
t-distribution. Given the methods introduced in this course, we
cannot calculate the confidence interval for this data.



Homework

I Pay attention to whether you use the z-score or t-score. The
questions do not specify.

I You need to install the package HistData

install.packages("HistData")

I You will need to load the Nightingale dataset

library(HistData)

data(Nightingale)


